Blood Glucose Prediction Using Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory Algorithms
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Abstract—Diabetes Mellitus is one of the preeminent causes of death to date. Effective procedures are necessary to prevent diabetes and avoid complications that may cause early death. A common approach is to control patient blood glucose, which necessitates a periodic measurement of blood glucose concentration. This study developed a blood glucose prediction system using a convolutional long short-term memory (Conv-LSTM) algorithm. Conv-LSTM is a variation of LSTM algorithms that are suitable for use in time series problems. Conv-LSTM overcomes the lack in the LSTM algorithm because the latter algorithm cannot access the content of previous memory cells when its output gate has closed. We tested the algorithm and varied the experiment to check the effect of the cross-validation ratio between 70:30 and 80:20. The study indicates that the cross-validation using a ratio of 70:30 data split is more stable compared to one with 80:20 data split. The best result shows a measure of 21.44 in RMSE and 8.73 in MAE. With the application of conv-LSTM using correct parameters and selected data split, our experiment attains accuracy comparable to the regular LSTM.
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1. Introduction

Diabetes is a chronic disease with a gradual growth apparent through an increase in blood glucose. Diabetes is a disease that makes a poor impact on people’s lives around the world. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), around 422 million adults live with diabetes in 2014 globally, up from 108 million in 1980. The rise in diabetes prevalence has a relation with the increasing number of people with the condition. Deaths due to diabetes were approximately 3.7 million in 2012, which included 1.5 million from the disease and 2.2 million from its complications [1].

There are two types of diabetes categorized as type 1 and type 2. Early diagnosis with diabetes can help prevent or minimize its complications. A systematic approach may prevent diabetes, its complications, and hence premature death [1]. Treatment can be ineffective if the disease is too severe.

The cause of each type is different. The root cause of type 1 diabetes is currently unidentifiable despite medical advancement. In other words, there are no cures. Therefore, predictions are made to create awareness and strengthen patients’ alertness to the underlying problem. Type 2 diabetes stems from the body’s lack of efficacy in the usage of insulin. Diabetes in any shape or form could be detrimental to one’s health and quality of life. The probability of this circumstance happening is higher if the disease is left undiagnosed and untreated. The level of blood glucose is a key indicator in probing diabetes. For that reason, the prediction of blood glucose is important to carry out.

Various studies have been carried out to predict blood glucose with machine learning such as [2], [3], [4] including two studies using LSTM by [5] and [6]. Previous findings and this study focused on diabetes type 1, but the results are also applicable to other types of diabetes. The study of blood glucose prediction written by
Conv-LSTM also has gates like LSTM, input gate, forget gate, and output gate. The illustration of conv-LSTM is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Conv-LSTM Structure [9]

The conv-LSTM implementation takes the previous memory content of the gate as input, which makes the previous memory cells usable even when the output gate is closed. This connection ensures the earliest input impact even when the input sequence is long. The implementation conv-LSTM is as follows [9]:

\[
f = \sigma (w_i x + w_h h_{t-1} + w_c c_{t-1} + b_i)
\]

\[
i = \sigma (w_i x + w_h h_{t-1} + w_c c_{t-1} + b_i)
\]

\[
c = f c_{t-1} + i (w_c x + w_h h_{t-1} + b_c)
\]

\[
a = o = \tanh (c)
\]

Here, the symbols \(\sigma\) and \(\tanh\) denote the sigmoid function and the hyperbolic tangent function respectively while \(b\) is bias, and \(w, h, c\) are the weight values used to avoid the gradient loss problem.

c. Prediction Model

Prediction models are built with Keras. Cross-validation is used with multiple data split consist of 80:20 and 70:30. The model is using a sequential model with one conv-LSTM layer. Equations (I), (2), (3), (4), (5) shown in Figure 1 have already been built inside it. The conv-LSTM layer consisted of 256 filters with a reshape of (1, 1, 1, 1). The shaping is required for convolutional because the input needs to be 5-dimensional. The kernel in the conv-LSTM layer is using 1 width and 1 height to specify the height and width of the convolutional window. The conv-LSTM layer also uses ReLU for its activation function for the recurrent step. The first layer is followed by a flattening layer to connect into one dense layer with an 8 unit and ReLU activation function. Lastly, there is a one-unit dense layer with Adam optimizer as output layer to predicted blood glucose value. Model is trained with 100 epochs with 128 batch sizes.

d. Flowchart Design

After loading the time series dataset of continuous glucose monitoring (CGM), we need to choose a random patient and set the modelCount to 0. The modelCount is used to choose the best model from the training session for each patient. Whenever the modelCount is lower than 5, we will go to the next step of the training process.

2. Methods

a. LSTM Network

Long short-term memory (LSTM) is a form of recurrent neural network (RNN) that stores long-term information. It was developed by Johannes Hochreiter and Martin Schmidhuber in 1997 [10]. LSTM was designed to answer the problem of long-term dependency on RNN [11].

The memory cell is the main component of LSTM. It coordinates with the three gate units, among them are the input gate, output gate and forget gate. The units can be used for various operations such as memory relay, write, reset [7].

The output gate can block the output from the memory cell and sigmoidal nonlinearity exists in all gates [7]. Since the state unit can act as an additional input to other gating units, the LSTM architecture can easily solve the long-term dependency issues. [12]. Due to the blockage at the output gate, LSTM cannot access previous memory cell contents [13].

b. Convolutional LSTM Network

Convolutional LSTM allows the gate to take advantage of the previously stored content memory even after the output gate is blocked. The extra connection between each gate and the previous memory content can be added to solve the problem [9].
First, we need to construct a training and test set with data split cross-validation depending on the variation that is used right now. There are two cross-validations in this study and both are using data split, it is 70:30 and 80:20 data split. Second, we will construct the conv-LSTM model as described in section 3. Next RMSE will be initialized with a big number and the training process will be started. After the model training is done, the model and the corresponding RMSE will be stored temporally to compare it with the initial RMSE or the previous RMSE model later on. If the new RMSE is greater than the previous one (or initial RMSE if it was the first run), the system will run the training process again. If the new RMSE is lower than the previous one, the current model and RMSE will be stored and the modelCount will be increased by one. After the modelCount is not lower than five, the system will be outputting the best model for the patient. The process will be repeated until four models of a different patient are acquired for each cross-validation variation. For better understanding, the flow chart for this study algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

**f. Evaluation Methods**

Two evaluation methods will be used in this research. We choose the two most commonly used ones, namely, root mean square error and mean absolute error. Even more, root mean square error is usually used in blood glucose prediction research [15].

a. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

The variance of all errors rooted by the square is called the RMSE [16]. A given data set is computed by taking the difference between the target and the predicted data to obtain an absolute fit of a model. The relative measure of fit is called root squared, while the absolute measure of fit is called RMSE. It can be used to refer to the standard deviation of unexplained variance.

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n}\sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2}$$

where $y_i$ is the actual data and $\hat{y}_i$ is the predicted glucose values.

b. Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

The mean absolute errors are known as MAE. It shows the gap between the actual value and the forecasted value. The value of the error from the forecast on average can be expected with MAE. MAE is also the most popular error measure besides RMSE. MAE is given as:

$$\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{n}\sum_{i=1}^{n}|y_i - \hat{y}_i|$$

where $y_i$ is the actual target value for the test instance, while the predictive target value for the test instance is and the number of test instances is denoted by.

$$\Sigma_{xx}(\theta) = \Lambda_x \Phi \Lambda_x' + \Theta_{\delta}$$

3. Result

In this section, we explain two cross-validation variations investigated in this study. A model that automatically fits the samples in training data will get an overfitting result. Overfit is a condition in which the
model scores a perfect metric but fails to predict anything useful on the data that is not yet visible. Because of that, the use of cross-validation is necessary. We used two different ratios of time-series data split in this study, 70:30 and 80:20.

Many experiments use the two data split ratios of 70:30 and 80:20. The choice often gives pretty good results [5]. Another research conducted by [6] used a data split of 66:34, which is quite close to the data split used in our study.

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, the X-axis represents the timeline (date and time) whereas the Y-axis represents the blood glucose value. Three different data is shown by three different line colors. The blue line indicates the original data from the dataset. The green line is the training data from splitting a portion of the data from the original data. The last line, the red one, is the predicted outcome from the data test.

Variation of cross-validation aims to find the best results from the training model. Based on [17] the bigger the training data, the better the model and the predictions, the better the results. However, the biggest size of training data does not mean it has the best results, so we vary the data to find better results.

This section shows the results of the cross-validation for the 80:20 data split of the data for four patients. The graph can be seen in Figure 4. We can compare them with the other cross-validation result, the prediction result or the red line are not covering up the blue line as much as in Figure 3.

From the results of the comparison, it can be seen that the error in the 80:20 cross-validation is greater. These results will be evaluated in the discussion section.

4. Discussion

The data in this study is a time-series data of blood glucose. Time series is well-ordered data so that the kernel size is 1-dimensional convolutional. After reshaping the dataset into 5-dimensional, the algorithm will project the input through the kernel. There is no direct relationship between the kernel size and the result accuracy for the time series because of the 1-dimensional size. Whereas filter parameter affects the accuracy of the model, selecting filter 256 increases the accuracy higher than filters 32, 64, and 128.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Method</th>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>119</th>
<th>141</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>21.44</td>
<td>23.99</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>21.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>21.26</td>
<td>23.11</td>
<td>21.58</td>
<td>22.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>9.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the RMSE and MAE evaluation methods from formula (6) and (7), the results in Table 2 and Table 3 were obtained in the scenario of cross-validation 70:30 and 80:20 respectively.

We can see from Table 2 and Table 3, calculation for patient 119 gets the best RMSE result from the 70:30 data split because it has the lowest RMSE value. Inversely, in terms of MAE, patient 38, patient 38 gets the best MAE result from the 70:30 split data because it has the lowest MAE value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Method</th>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>119</th>
<th>141</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>21.61</td>
<td>23.94</td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>21.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>22.06</td>
<td>23.05</td>
<td>21.97</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>9.38</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from that, we can see that there is some variance in the individual errors from comparing the RMSE and MAE values of each patient. The greater the difference of the value, the greater the inconsistency of error. The differences in the value of our results are on average 11
to 13. That number is not that big but it is not that small either. So it is not possible to have a very large error in the results.

Overall although sometimes the 80:20 scenario gives better results for some results, the 70:30 scenario gives a more stable good result. Here we can see even though the 80:20 ratio of split data has larger training data sizes, the results are no better than the 70:30 ratio where the size of the training data used is smaller.

The result of RMSE in this study is acceptable when we recall the dependent variable because that is the deciding factor for the RMSE threshold. The RMSE in this study is comparable with the result in [5], but the result from [6] is still has a better result with 12.38 RMSE. The difference in the RMSE between the study is affected by the dataset and the model used.

Comparison with LSTM, conv-LSTM have comparatively good performances in solving time series problems. It also solves the problem of LSTM where it can’t access the content of its previous memory cell when its output gate is closed. Although conv-LSTM is usually used for multiple-dimensional data, in the study conv-LSTM was used for one-dimensional cases and still yielded good results.

4. Conclusion

This paper describes the use of a deep neural network as a method of predicting blood glucose. The deep network has a sequential model that consists of one conv-LSTM layer, one flattened layer, one fully connected layer, and one last layer for the output.

The model has successfully attained a good result of RSME and MAE even with two different data split cross-validations. The 70:30 cross-validation gives a more stable result. Since the average range of RMSE and MAE is between 11 to 13, they are not significantly larger or smaller. Thus, the model can minimize errors in the prediction.

The result is affected by problems such as missing data from the patient. Missing data may occur, for example, because the patient takes off the CGM device that records the patient blood glucose.
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